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Subject: Art through Mexican History

Level: College

Description of the Unit: A three-week unit on Modern Mexican Art focusing
on the influence that the Revolution of 1910 had on J.G. Posada and
J.C. Orozco.

This segment is part of an eighteen-week course on Art and History
of Mexico.

Ob i actives:

1. Teacher's. To r..lide the student to develop an interest and
appreciation of Mectican Modern Art through the acquisition of
Informations from dependable sources leading to the writing of
well-organized report on the subject.

The goals are:

1.1 To get the student to see both the cultural and the
historical aspect of Mexican Art.

1.2 To recognize the social and political messages transmitted
by the artists.

1.3 To acquire a deeper personal understanding of Mexican
people and culture.

1.4 To comprehend that Modern Art is a form of creative
individtalism and an expression of human experience.

2, Student's. The student will be able to:

2,1 Associate events of the Mexican Revolution with related
art slides, songs, prints, pictures, films.

2.2 Recognize and identify the works of the artists studied.

2.3 Place each slide as of the time-period each art work was
pkoduced.

2,4 Give a description of the tine and style of each slide.

2.5 Be intbrmed on some of the most important events on each
artist's life.

2.6 Be familiar with the most important events of th Mexican
Revolution of 1910.

2,7 Answer questions about causes and developsents of the
revolutionary Art of Mexico,
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These MISMICIV MUMt COMO from publications, films, songs,
and photographs analyzed during the class lecture-dlscussion
and from individual investigations by the student outside
class.

Spec lel Material Needed:

1. History.

1.1 Representatives of: Porfirio Max, a "Hacienda," elegant
people and poor peasants of the time, workers striking
repressedlby pollee, Francisco Madero, General Muerte,
Carranza, Obregdn, Villa, Zapata, "soldaderas" Nomen cump
followers and fighters).

1.2 Music sheets and lyrics of Army songs "La Adelite and
"La Cucaracha."

13 Physical map of Mexico. Will help students to see the terrain
*ere the events took place.

2. Posada

2.1 Reproductions of eight "calaveras."

2,2 Reproduction of Posed& and his "calavera catrina" in
Rivers's mural of the Hotel del Prado.

.

3. Orozco

3.1 Twenty-seven reproductions of his work.

4. Films

4.1 "La Revolucidn Mexicana," Part II.

4,2 "The Men of Fire," describes the mural of the same name by
Orosco.

4.3 "The Making of a Mural," describes how a mural is made. All
three films are from Los Angeles School District Film Library.

Simplified Outline: Three three-hour lectures.

1. Historical Background of the Revolution of 1910

1.1 Porfirio Dfaz

1.2 Causes of the Revolution Film

1.3 Madero Songs
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1.4 Drive for Power Reproductions

1.5 Obregdn

* Students' activities: Questions and answers and class diecuss
Students in role-playing.

2. The Mexican School of Paintinsk

2.1 Reasons for its establishment

2.2 The Role of the Mural Film

2.b Poss.&

2.b1 His life, his work

2.b2 The "Calaveras" Reproductions

2.b3 His influeme

Students' activities: The drawing of a "Calavem"

Details of students' activities are given on page 20 and 21.

3. Orozco

3.1 Hia life, his work

3.2 First period

3.3 Second period

3.4 Third period Film

3.5 Fourth period

Students' activities: A 500-oword essay

The Unit: Introductory lectures, detailed outline, description of material,
description of seudents' activities.

I. Historical Background of the Revolution of 1910

Modern Mexican Painting was the chief cultuzsl manifestation.. to emerge
from the 110volution of 1910, therefore it is necessary to know the
historical background of Mexico of that periad to properly iAterprat
the relationship between the events that shaped the artists and their
resulting vork expressing the revolutionary themes each ih diat
individual style.
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Porfirio Diaz's dictatorship rennined in control of Mecico for
thirty-four years. In his terrific drive for power and his equally
strong need for peace Diaz welcomed all adherents, offering opportuni-
ties for enrichment to his supporters and ruthlessly crushing those

who opposed him. To encourage economic development, he offered liberal
concessions to foreign investors, in the course of which Mixico's natural
resources were given away. Enslavement of the peasant population rose

to ber greater heights than ever before, the possession or land became

concentrated in the hands of a small =ober of Mexican and foreign
companies. Peasants were fOrced off their little plots into the debt-

peosage of the benign& system. Diaz entered into an arrangement with

the church. He allowed accumulation of property in return for the
clergy preaching obedience to his dictatorship. The "Cientificos"

(the scientific ones) became very influential in government. They
advocated the domination of whites not only over Indians but also over
mestizos (part white and part Indian) who, at the anent, were
occupying important political positions in the country.

Madero, a wealthy landennier, organized a revolt against Diaz and was
nominated presidential candidate. To escape Diaz he fled to the United.

States from where he continued his attacks. Dfaz was tweed to relefga
and Madero became President but one of his generc.la, Ruatip., nurdered
him and took aver the Government. Carranza and 'Villa trim the Forth

and Zapata from the South organized armies to dislodge 4rta forcing

him to go into exile. Carranza, greatly aided by Obr. w became

President but the people revolted against him and he was'Ahrdered.
Obregdn's presidency ended the 10-y4i iod of the Revolution and,

ushered in a new era of 00011011lie resurgence,,,

1. Porfirio Diaz's era
it-

1.1 P. Diaz the can and th,'V!vaptrAtie

1.2 Mexico under his rule

1.3 Art during his time: Following European nodes

1.4 The Church's role

2. Causes Leading to the Revolution

2.1 "Los Cientificos" dominate the Government

2.2 Mexican culture is influenced by European standard of

taste

2.3 Mexican economy is dominated by foreign powers

2.4 The "Hacienda": the Indians (the bulk of Mexican people)
rennin in medieval misery.

2.5 Socialist, annrcho-syndicalist ideas infiltrate industrial
workers in fbreign dominated companies
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2.6 Strikes are repressed by Government police

2.7 Financial crises, disastrous harvest and starvation of 19(7r

3. Francisco Madero: the idealistic son of wealthy landowners

3.1 Nis life

3.2 "Presidential Election of 1910"; his successtil book
ap.inst Diaz

3.3 madam organizes anti-reelection clubs, and a newsraper

3.4 Madero nomirated presidential candidate

3.5 Madero jailed, flees to the Unites States, denounces Diaz

3.6 Dfaz forced to resign

3.7 Madero elected President. Too idealistic for brutal times

3.8 The conservatives force Madero's resignations

3.9 Gen. Huerta seizes power, murders Madero

4. Drive for Power: Three Threes apposing fluerta

4.1 The Constitutiomlist Army of Carranza from the North Nast

4.2 Carranza: The ean's background, personality and politics

4.3 Obregen: The military genius of Carranza's army

4.4 Nacho Villa (real rame Doroteo Arango), his life

4.5 Villa's Army of the North Central. The excesses of banditry

146 sailiano Zapata: The nen. His goal: "Mao" land for
the Indians

47 Zapata's Liberating Army of the South. The decorum of the
Indians

148 }Inert& flees, Carranza takes Mexico City. His Government
receives the United States' recognition

10 Villa retaliates attacking the U.S. provoking armed
intervention by Gen. Pershing

4.10 Carranza President. New Constitution (Art. 27, 123)
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4.11 Carranza flail' to implement the Constitution and orders
fapate.'s murder. Carranza mrdered while fleeing to Vera Cruz

5. Obroicesi Presidency: The end of ten years of Revolution

5.1 The economic reconstruction of the country'

5,2 Cultural measures taken; unprecedented in the Republic

5.3 The mural as art sponsored by the Goverment

II. Reasons for the establishment of the I.W.ican School of Painting

The Revolution vas faced with the new-lenity to establish a permanent
contact-with the-people of Mexico, and the peasants in particular, in
order to convince them of its philosophy, its historical concepts,
its outlook in life, in short, to show them atio their hidden enemies
were. Such a contact could only be established through painting, the
natural feria of expression of the Mexicans. Oniy it could speak iv:
the people direct in their own language, could inspire them in their
struggles, reveal their aims and make them conscious of their dignity
as men, and as citizens of a great nation. In 1922, when painting
started, painters who were living abroad returned (Rivera, Siqueiros)
and others who were hiding in some goverment office (Orozco) re-
appeared to reproduce the image of the fhtherland during the tormented.
days of the revolution in an astonishing collection of murals.

A feeling for color and design seem instinctive to the peonle of
Mexico therefore it is no wonder that art played such an important
role in the Mexican Revolution. .And it is doubtful that any revolution
in any country ever had such a talented, perceptive group of artists
to record its struggle for freedom. But the .actiste of Mexico were
not a group standing smart from the minstream-of life. They had seen
the destruction and tlirrcr of the military phase of the Revolution

firsthand. Now they would actively participate in carrying out the
social revolution.

1. An old art form is rediscovered because of the need to:

1.1 Establish contact with the people of Mexico especially the
peasants and the illiterate

1.2 Make knywn the philosophy of the Revolution and its
historical concepts

1.3 Communicate to the people the outlook in like of the
Revolution

2. Role of the Mural

2.1 To use the form of expression more typical of the MeX108.4 peopl
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2.2 To reject bourgeois art forms Treviously adopted from Europe

2.3 To create a living art as opposed to museum art

2.4 To express new ideas, new feelings about life in a way thai
everyone could contemplate freely

2.5 To use as themes and models the life of Mex4.can people

2.6 To return dignity to the Indians

2.7 To reawaken an art form which flourished in Mdzioo two
thousand years ago in Teotihucdn, and one hundred years
fign in "Inaline shaPn

III. %Toad Guadabme Posed&

An important source of inspiration and influence on the Tweutieth
Century Mexican Painters' School was Joed Madalupe Roads.. He earned
for himself posthumove tulle as Mdxico's most beloved and most truly
national artist. In his lifetime, his inexpensive but highly treasured
prints were distributed in great webers througsout Mixico,_, becoming
part of the national consciousness. Nis foreard-looking opposition to
the oppressive Max regime and lively interest in the incipient
Revolution; the mythlike power that raises many of his worlos to the
status of symbolsall these factors taken together have Tiede him&
constant inspiration to Mexican artists of the twentieth century. The
prints of this outstanding popular artist---who was neither a folk
artist nor a "primitive"--never fail to &rouse immediate and lasting
admiration fens the brilliancy of their draftsmanship, composition and
graThic techniques and for their inexhaustible bind of imagination.

The most imaginative and celebrated facet of Posada's production wtze
the "Calaveras" or prints of comic re satirical nature in which all
characters are simile and skeletons, most of which were sold around
All Souls' Day, November 2 (called the Day of the Dead in Mdzico)
when it is traditional to sell figurines, toys, candy, cakes etc.,
in the form of skeletons and to make elaborate offerings to dead
relatives. Pomade used his "Cabovera" prints as social reportage U
oanifestos and as political and social satire. This type of print taps
sources that are typically Mexican for both the Indian heritage (skulls
and death-goddesses are common in pre-Columbian art) and the Spanish
heritage (the deatlp-orientation of the semastic orders, and the Dance
of Death and Memento Mori traditions) have blended in the.averege
Mexican's stoic, but thr tram humorless, view of death. -

1. Posades life

la Born in Aguascalientes, in Central Mixico, February 2, 1852.

1.2 Apprentice in the workshop of the Printer Pedroza
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1.3 Moves to Mdxico Cit. Chief artist for a Publishing House
which also published the "Gazeta Ca llejera" ("Street
Newispaper")

2. His work

2.1 Sensational snd touching illustrations

2.2 Similar to Asunder, France and Go la, Spain

2.3 Recorded subsuriktee of life in sharp, biting drawings

2.11 Distributed each Ay, with the regularity of newspaper

2.5 Style: Realistic graphic

2.6 "Calaveras": skeleton drawing's based on the typical macabre
humor of The Mexicans

2.7 Part of a tradition older that the Aztecs that death is a
natural part of everyday life

2.8 Most time wordless. Done for lArge part of people who
didn't know how to read

3. His influence

3.1 Wany of the artists of the "aural revolution" used his themes
and even some of his figures

3.2 Both Rivera and Orozco admired his work

3.3 Orozco'a drawings done for the "Vanguardia" paper had ,Rosa4a's
bold lines and grarisic qualities

3.4 Rivera incorporated Posada's portrait in his mural for the
stairway of the National Palace in Mdxico City in 1929.
He also painted Posada and one of Ma famous calaveras in
the 1947 Prado Hotel mural

IV. lAst of some of the most representative "Calaveras"

4.1 "Contemporary Newsyspers" as skeleton cyclists. The
importance of head gear in Posada's art is particularly
striking here, e.g., ?imam (Time) newspaper with hourglass
headpiece and fir:wing beard.

14.2 "Calavera zapatista." A soldier on horseback galloping
over skulls. The tragedy of war.

14.3 "calgumnamsmilk." Created a senaation throughout
Mdxico. It shows the vicious Huerta as &loathsome
tarantula devouring the skeletons of his victims.
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14.14 "Calavera de un revolucionario zauatista." A soldier
on foot with shiny boot: iknd bloody sword.

14.5 "Igi, cals.vera catrim" (the calaver -. of the fashionable
lady). A skull wearing a large, flowery lady's hat.
Rivera incorporated this calavera, converting it into
a A311-length figure, in hie Hotel del Prado mural.

14.6 "Ca lavers del mont6n" (skeleton of the heap) or "Calavera
de Madero." Not only a monumental artistic achievement
but also a highly interesting historical document. Published
All Souls's Day 1910 when Madero had been imprisoved and
the outbreak of the Revolution vas only weeks away, The
style of mustache and beard are Madero's and the words
"Aguardiente de Barran" (bm.idy from Parras) alludes to the
latter native city and the site of the vineyards owned by
his fhmil

14.7 "La calavera de Cupido" (Calavera of Cupid). Though a
cleric this skeleton was a glutton and skirt-chaser.

14. 8 "Calavera resolucionaria" (Revolutionary ealavera). One
of the "soldaderas" (Women soldier-camp-follower) who rode
and mrched with the rebellious bands.

V. Jose Clemente Orozco

Orozco painted destruction and rebirth. Mari Ika, said, must continuously
destroy himself and be reborn over and Olt te to Orozco was a
continuous battle, but]in destruction its.-1 ti round new life. One
example from the hundreds of works left by ,.'roz.zo illUstrate this
theme. The "Man in Flames" shows man in apace being consumed
and simultaneously reborn in flames. Orozco's vision is close to the
ancient Mexican Indian theme whereby man sacrifices himself that the
sun may continue to shine uPon mnkind.

1. Orozco is considered the towering figure of the Modern. Mexican
School of Painting, and the most creative.

2. His style

His art is based on a personally evolved form of Expressionism
staining from his deep sympathies for the miserable alai the
oppressed. Orozco's work is always the seneitive, even mystic
reaction of an individual to the inequities and weaknesses of
his environment.

"My one theme is HUMANITY, my one tendency la MOTION
to a MAXIMUM. My means tbe REAL and INVERAL representatim
of bodies in themelves and their interrelation",

11
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Without a specific political point of view his art is the most
penetrating expression of the suffering that characterized the
Revolution and its aftermath.

His style is SOBER and AUSTERE.

3. Ris life

3.1 Born in Zapotlin, Jalisco 1883

3.2 Moved to Mdxico City

3.3 Received a degree in Agricultural Engineering in 1899

3.4 Studies Mmthematics and Architectural Drawing 1908-9

3.5 Followed som Art courses at the Academia San Carlos
1908-14

3.6 Influenced by:

a. Solid academic drawing of his first "clitssical" period

b. The atmosphere of the big city (Mdxico City)

c. The work of Posada with its bold caricature quality
and vivid color effects

d. The events of the Revolution from 1910 on

3.7 Died Sept. 1949. Buried in the Pantedn Civil at Dolores,
the village of Hidalgo, reserved for Mexicat heroes

4. First Period to 1923. Realistic-Graphic

4.1 Painting of women almost exclusively. Provocative college
girls, or prostitutes greedy or melancholy in bordello
pictures e.g., "The Despoiling": Delicate watercolor but
clear criticism of mankind. The corruption, weakness,
sadness and isolation of individuals

4. 2 "Revolutionary ingressions , " netny sketches.. Orozco followed
the Carranza is army as a cartoonist for the newspaper "La
Vanguardia" and became the Caricaturist of the Revolution.
Posada's work of bold lines and blatant colors had made
an ineradical 1mi:cession on young Orozco. These. caricatures
were another step in tht. realistic graphic Pose& tradition.

4.3 Orozco now uses simpler, more effective, thick, powerful
lines applied glaringly but with great effect.

12



5. Secc lad Period to 193hz evolation from clAasical to Ruressionistie

5.1 weal in the !bump of Tiles (ilandaorn). Oipstism. The
climax of Orozco** classical 'hese, e.g., "Ossi lenience"

5.2 Caricature mral. National Preparatorla School, Waco
City. nepresents the native elearat is his laiseiell, the
local grayhio caricature quality that cooebines the sardonic
and the tweak:. E.g., Itailtlejenttatispihen

5.3 Also in the national Preparatoria School, *Moo City.
Grandiose and allegorical styli. Italian assaissanse
inflame. The Madonna and the Child shown as giant
female nude bolding baby seemed a *artistes,* of religion
to church people tho tried to cover ita nailing flags and
garlands an the wall th Whelan the plating and
infuriating Orosoo. 114.,

5.4 At the sane location. In retaliation of students attacks
and the WW2* of his work, Orosoo executed several
violent murals. They represented oritielan ot people
through social caricatures. 114., "Juttdpe bpi Sae:
A bloody aad disunion :intim, bamboo dies on ose eye, one

.2=-:A rather God is flaglial by group Mg'ans about the shoulder of a politician. 1.16,

bourgeois: the "saved," *Ile on the other side a

plim": (The best work of this group). two siceimalMak
group of anserable poors the "damned." 71.g.,

ensrging from ragged sleeves and dropping wins into a
looked church box, under which iht riswoovered hand is
placed to mita the coins as they come through. E.g.,
"Reactionary Toms": dhows snobbish figures walking with
noses in the air and ignelrilli the tiny Wearable creatures
over whoa they tread.

5.5 Industrical School, Orizaba. Tor the first time he tumed
to Revolutionary material in the impressive symbolic sense
that woad later characterise most of his won. Taken
fro. his emeriesses as an =stator tor "la Tanguardia.":24 es Fortress Wideste of war,
pillage

5'6 lilato PM. Seh Hex. City. Orosoo reeved most of the old
Paintings from the walls sad replaeed this with sew seals
in The new style be was perfeoting. lialarme of waving parts,
poweritil assumes in the figures. lionementality and
restraint that characterise Orosees style firm this point
on. E.g., Ze Trench": used the hessery t Christianity
to =press MMUS saeritiese of the revautieeeries.
114., The bth&a Phress"s A soldier bend forward in a
swath IsI1dof the abstraet little gray foss

18



with its Aztec ace: the mother. Her tight mouth and
lined countenance, her unpupiled gray eyes shining out
from the lawn of her face, and the general simplified
claws of the form sake this mural a very fine one.

At the ease locations "Revolutionary Trinity," "The Strike,"
"Destruction of the Old Order."

5.7 Famous arawings: "NkApp_Watria" taken from his war
experiences. Ineisive and representations of sufferin
and despair. They begin to approximate the Ixpressionistic
intensity of many of hie works of the early thirties and
clearly fit into tbe pttern of Orozoo's *volution as an
artist, e.g.,
illustrations

5.8 Pawns College, les Angeles. Impression of his new figurative
Impressionistic style. This is the first of may times that
Orosoo pints dominant central figure among hordes of
agonizing human beings. l.g., "Ezigefflfs The bringing
of the gift of fire or learning to man

6. Thiird Period. To 19140. The meat marals.

During this period Orozco emerges as the outstanding figure of the
Mexican School; first, because of the intrinsic qualities of his
stupendous works; second, because of the innuendo he begins to
exert on the manger men. The artist asserts himself as a social
critic, a mystic and an

6.1 humanitarian. Lg., "Catharsis": Sloody picture of violent
conflict between man and the machanized world that tries to
overwhelm and Trostitute him.

6,2 Guadalajara. Mork at the University. Lg., "Creative tele."
At no point before this and very seldom thereafter ims ftosco
able to achieve the degree of pathos found in these gaunt
dematerialized ibms. Ororeo's Ixpressionistic manner is
Aly formed.

6.3 Guadalajara. " wernnent Palace, 11.g., "rhe ItetUious
in A..11ianoe with nutortpo, " 6resco area his

glue at Manican tradition]. despotisms the organized
Church and the military cliques that cobbled to keep the
people don. Awesome antl terrifying,

6.4 Series of murals in the chapel of the Cabanas °spume in.
Guadalajara depleting the origin and development of the
Americas and the world. One of the outstanding mostments
of Mexican painting. The architectural construction of the
chapel allowed Orozco to work out his most satisfactory larp-
scale sacral. Lg., "Dome of Cabanas Ortanags."
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6.5 In the wpm of Fire" on the dome of the Hospicio.Cabana
Orozco has achieved *at is perhaps his greatest single
composition. The flase-wrapped figure of Fire moves upward
in a flying, marvelously ibreshortened conception. It is the
artist's own version of Heeven where man is fimlly raised
flys the ground into the realm of spirit. One of the finest
enrols produced in America.

6.6 Orabino Ortiz Library, Jiquilain, Micboacd.n. A former chapel
converted Into a library presenting long walls and a curved
apse which Orozco, to avoid overbaUncing the design chose
to paint the apse in his charecteristic flaming colors and

the side panels in almost exclusively bUck and white. Coo-
paring his early drawing of the Revolution with this black

and white style of Jiquilpin we can sie the distance Orozco
has traveled along the road of emotive abstraction, Unleashing
his despair and anger at the unreasoning ppm and brutality
of reVolutions in symbols that are all screaming mouths, red

flags, and violence.

7. Fourth Period to 1949. his death.

7.1 Supreme Court, Mdxico City. Poetically abstract forms to as

=oval a conception ss Orozco has ever offered. Yet in spite
of increasingly generalized and symbolic treatment of form,

this anal is more specific in intent than previous compositions.
Lg., 'the National Riches," and "Justice."

7.2 Hospital of Jesus Nazareno, Mdxico City. The subjecit ratter
is not a Biblical illustration but rather a projection of

Orozco's feeling concerning our own turbulent period of wax
and destruction conveying a powerful awareness of the anguished
times in which we live. Ryon in the fragmentary condition

in width they were left tit The painter's death and in spite

of the unfortunate neglect that is allaying this great work
to disappear these murals offer a spectacle of such imagina-
tive and overpowering poetic force that they mist be ranked

among the artist's !ajar achievements. 1.g., 'the Demon Tied,"

and the choir vault and rear wall.

7.3 National School for Teachers, Mdxico City. The first outdoor

mural ever painted by Orozco. His adaptation of tha post-

Cubist technique is an individual as his handling of

1xpressionist methods. It is an imaginative utilization of

awe, and of a OW technique that uses metal pieces, surface

roughening/ eta. Lg., "Natiojnal Allegory."

7.14 National Historical Museum at Chapultepec Cartle, Mexico City.
Vibrant and poetic symbolism and extraordir ..ey composition.

The design is unusual in that it is based on a broad upsweeping

curve in the midst of which the head of Judrez comes almost
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straight out, as though about to fall into the room and yet
holds its place in the picture space admirably. Orozco's

adaptation to the circumstances of each =mission is seen
again in this mural; the facial characteristics of both the
French eesperor and Maximilian are derived directly from
historical documents in the OMsum itself, as are the face of

Juirez the uniforms of the soldiers and the Mexican etandards.
E.g., &Juerez and the Reform."

7.5 Chassises° of Deputies in the Goverment Palace in Guadalajara.
The theme celebrates Hidalgo's decree abolishing slavery.
This gigantic, Expressionistic, symbolic representation shows
tortured, enslaved form swirling around Hidalgo demanding to
be set frees and it is the climes of many interesting study of
slavery that Orozco did during this period. The only way to
get a proper view of this half-dome is to look at its reflectish.
in the glass-topped speaker's table. This gives an idea of
the technical problems Orozco had to surosrunt for the execution
of this work. E.g., "Hidalgo and the Liberation of Mexico."
This work, concluded in August 19149 was Orozco's last completed

mural.

Although Orozco had been far from a public figure during his lifetime,
in spite. of the many honors heaped upon him toward the end, his passing
unleashed a torrent of sorrow within every segment of the Mexican
population. The passing of Orozco underlined the place of the artist

in *him) both as an outstanding element in ite intellectual life and
as a custodian of its conscience. Throughout his life, Orozco had
reminded Mexico of the blood bath of the Revolution, of false leaders
and their betralel of the people, of the.. spiritual danger of mechani-
zation, of the social menace of unscrupulous self-interest, and finally
of the simple !tact that Iran can aspire to better things.

Students' Learning Activities

I. First Lecture: 11.uttori

1. Question and-answer period and general discussion.

1.1 Which was the most important cause of the Revolution in

your opinion? Why?

1.2 Could the Revolution have been achieved more peacefUlly
if Madero had Gen. Obreg6n in the place of Gen. HAertal
What political and social changes would have occurred?

1.3 What kind of President would Villa have made? What would
he have done for Mexico? For the arts?

1.14 And Zapata?
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2. Panel discussion. Stluients are to assume the roles of members of
Diaz' time society. The teacher asks for eleven volunteers.
Each student is to assume the roles of one of the following: A
"cientifico," the wife of a "cientifico," a priest, a foreign
investor, an artist, au owner of a "hacienda," a manager of a
"hacienda," an Indian working at a "hacienda," the Indian's wife,
a city factory worker, his wife.

Each student is given a card with the role's name on it for
identification. According to the role he has each student will
describe to the class what he does, where and, how he lives, what
his ideas are, if his life is happy or not anAllitiy. The teacher
will encourage the class to ask questions to the eleven students
so to make each role description complete and accurate.

II. Second Lecture. Art: Posada

Nach student is to make a very rough sketch "calavera"-like.
He is to conveys satirical meaning. E.g., Ford vs. Carter in
the recent elections. The best "calaveras" will be dispaayed
for all to see.

III. Thin! 'ncture. Art: Orozco
-......

Assignment: Write a 500..word essay about: (one of the three)

1. The Revolution of 1910. Its Influence on Mexicali' artists, Or

2. The meaning and influence of Posada's work, or

3. The Revolution as expressed in the several phases of Orozco's
work.

Write only your own impressions and deductions after researching-the
subject. Include a bibliography and cite authoritative quotations.
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